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1. ENDANGERED SPECIES:
Multiple lawsuits allege FWS mishandled habitat designations, polar bears 
(10/02/2008)

Allison Winter, E&ENews PM reporter

Environmentalists sued the Fish and Wildlife Service today, accusing the agency of illegally reducing habitat protections for six 
endangered species.

The Center for Biological Diversity filed five separate lawsuits charging political interference in the habitat protection for six 
Western species -- two birds, a salamander, a small mammal and two California plants.

The lawsuits charge that high-ranking political appointees manipulated "critical habitat" designations for the species when they 
reduced protected acreage by 23 to 100 percent from what agency biologists had proposed.

The Bush administration, for example, excluded all the critical habitat that biologists had recommended for the tiger salamander 
in Sonoma County, Calif. Other species named in the lawsuits: the Western snowy plover, Southwestern willow flycatcher, 
Buena Vista Lake shrew, Munz's onion and San Jacinto Valley crownscale.

The suit is part of a larger legal campaign from environmentalists to challenge political interference in 55 different endangered 
species decisions nationwide. FWS has already agreed to redo its habitat designations for 15 species in response to legal 
challenges from the center.

Environmentalists want to sweep away the work of Julie MacDonald, a former Interior Department deputy assistant secretary. 
MacDonald resigned last year after a scathing inspector general report that said she had violated ethics rules, edited scientific 
decisions on endangered species issues and passed internal agency information to outside parties suing the department.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has acknowledged MacDonald's role in altering some species decisions. The agency said last year
that it would revise seven rulings that were inappropriately influenced by MacDonald. Environmentalists want the review to go 
further.

Property rights group sues to block polar bear listing

A California-based, property-rights group also filed a lawsuit today that attempts to block protection of the polar bear under the 
Endangered Species Act.

The Pacific Legal Foundation -- representing the California Cattlemen's Association, the California Forestry Association and the 
Congress of Racial Equality -- filed the suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. It challenges Interior for listing 
the bear based on future habitat degradation from climate change.

The groups say sea ice models that Interior used as the basis for its listing are highly uncertain. The listing is unnecessary, the 
groups say, since current polar bear populations are healthy and already protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act.

"This is the first time in the history of ESA that a thriving species has been listed based entirely on speculative models," the 
group's attorney, Reed Hopper, said today.

There are currently 20,000 to 25,000 polar bears -- twice as many as there were in the 1970s. The U.S. Geological Survey has 
said shrinking sea ice could eliminate two-thirds of the world's polar bears -- and all Alaskan bears -- in the next 50 years. Polar 
bears rely on sea ice to hunt, mate and make dens for their young.

Interior has faced a growing list of legal complaints since listing the polar bear as a threatened species in May. Alaska Gov. 
Sarah Palin (R) filed a similar lawsuit, charging insufficient evidence to support listing the bear. A hunting group has sued to 
maintain the right of U.S. hunters to bring polar bear trophies from Canadian hunts.

On the other side, the Center for Biological Diversity and other environmental groups have three legal complaints against the 
Bush administration's polar bear rules. Those challenges attempt to force more stringent protections for the bear.

The court could potentially group some or all of the complaints into a single case, Hopper said.
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